This paper is concerned with two questions:
Our main theorem shows that there are collections of skewforms whose common isotropic subspaces are "small." As an application we use the case in which the field is finite to construct p-groups with small maximal abelian subgroups.
Let V be a vector space of dimension n over a field F. An alternating bilinear form a: VxV+F will be called a skewform. A subspace W is isotropic for a if the restriction of a to W is null, i.e., a(x, y) =0 for all X, YE W. More generally, if a = b 1 ,..., ak} is a collection of skewforms on V then a subspace W is said to be isotropic for a if it is isotropic for each a,. Note that we could choose to think of the collection a as an alternating bilinear map a: Vx V+ Fk.
Given a collection a of k skewforms as above let m(a) be the dimension of the largest isotropic subspace for a. Let d(F, n, k) denote the minimum possible value of m(a) as a ranges over all k-tuples of skewforms on an n-dimensional vector space:
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Thus there is a k-tuple c1 whose maximal isotropic subspace has dimension d= d(F, n, k) and this is the smallest possible value among all possible collections ~1.
It follows from the standard structure theory for one skewform that n+l d(F, n, I)= 2 .
[ 1 This theorem is proved in the first section. The inequality is proved by an easy argument using the algebraic geometry of the appropriate Grassmannian variety. The exact determination of d(F, n, k) in the case in which F is algebraically closed relies on a more intricate argument involving a calculation with the Schubert cycles in the cohomology of the Grassmannian.
In the second section this result is applied in the case in which F is a field with p # 2 elements to obtain a p-group whose maximal abelian subgroup is small. We show that there is a p-group of order p" whose maximal abelian subgroups are roughly of order p *fi. This is close to an old lower bound due to Burnside which says that any group of order p" has an abelian subgroup whose order is roughly pfi.
The determination of d when F is not algebraically closed seems to be difficult. We give examples for finite fields, Q and R in which the inequality in the theorem is strict. In the last section we give some interesting partial results in the case in which F= R.
PROOF OF THE THEOREM
Fix a field F and let F denote the algebraic closure of F. We will prove the theorem in 2 steps: 2n+k 4Enn,k)2 k+2 .
[ 1
Let G(m, n) denote the Grassmannian consisting of the m-dimensional subspaces of a vector space V of dimension n over i? Then G(m, n) is a projective variety of dimension m(n -m) (see [6] ).
Let A = A2V* be the vector space of all skewforms on V, and let ZcAkx G(m, n) be the incidence correspondence consisting of all pairs (GI, x) such that x is isotropic for the collection a = (IX~ ,..., Q).
For each x E G(m, n) the fiber z,= (aEAk: (cc,X)EZ)
is a vector space of dimension
(since a skewform must satisfy m(m -1)/2 equations to be null when restricted to a givn m-dimensional subspace). The dimension of the variety Z is thus
To prove (1) above assume that m > [(2n + k)/(k + 2)]. Then m(k + 2) > 2n + k and after a little juggling we get
Equation (3) then shows that dim Z< dim A&. It follows that the set of c( E Ak for which
is an open set. Hence there is such a point a in this set that is defined over the ground field F.
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Thus if m is larger than [(2n + k)/(k + 2)] then one can choose k skewforms over F that have no common m-dimensional isotropic subspace. Hence which finishes the proof of (1). Now we will prove (2). We can take F to be algebraically closed. If ai is one of our skewforms on I' then let be the set of m-dimensional subspaces that are isotropic for ai. Since a subspace x must satisfy m(m -1)/2 equations to lie in Xi it follows that Xi is a closed subvariety of codimension m(m -1)/2.
The intersection of the Xi is the set of m-dimensional subspaces that are isotropic for all of the oli in the collection a. This interaction has codimension at most k m(m-1) 2. Proof. We use the classical identification of the cohomology ring Heve"(G(m, n)) with a quotient of a ring of symmetric functions. Following the notation of [lo], let A denote the ring of symmetric functions, with coefftcients in Z, in countably many variables, and let A, denote the ring of symmetric functions in m variables. There is a Z-valued inner product <, > on A and the Schur functions sA form an orthogonal basis as 1 runs over all partitions. Let K be the partition of m(n -m) into m equal parts; the Ferrers diagram of this partition is an m x (n -m) rectangle. Then there are standard ring isomorphisms where Z is the ideal generated by all sA for which the diagram of Iz is not contained in the diagram of rc, and h, -,,,+ i is the complete homogeneous symmetric function. This ring has an induced inner product, and an orthonormal basis consisting of all Schur functions sj. where the diagram of I fits inside of the diagram of K.
The cohomology class cr = crm _ 1..... I corresponds to s, where r denotes the "staircase" partition We need to show that (s,)~ # 0 in the above ring.
To any skew-shape 21~ there is associated a skew Schur functions s,,, (see [lo] ). This function is nonzero only when the diagram of p Iits into the diagram of I; in this case the skew-shape is the complement of p. Rotations are allowed, if SO 
ABELIAN SUBGROUPS OFP-GROUPS
Throughout this section let p denote an odd prime. If P is a P-group then let p m(p) be the order of the largest abelian subgroup of P; thus m(P) = max(log,j A 1: A is an abelian subgroup of P}.
Define d(n, p) by d(n, p) = minim(P): P is a p-group of order p"}.
Thus there is a group of order p" whose largest abelian subgroup has order P d(n,p) and this is the minimum value among all groups of order p". The best previously known upper bounds seem to be in [l] and [4] , where it is shown that d(n, p) G i + lower order terms (see [l] and [4] for a more precise statement).
We will use the Main Theorem above in the case in which F is the field with p elements to show that d(n, p) < 2 ,/& + lower order terms.
Note that this differs from Burnside's lower bound asymptotically by a factor of 2.
THEOREM. For each prime p and positive integer n there is a group G of order p" whose largest abelian subgroups have order < pd where d= [,/ml -3.
In other words, d(n, p) < [,/ml -3.
Proof: Choose nonnegative integers k and I such that k + 1 =n. Let F= F, be the field with p elements. Choose k skewforms a, ,..., ak on the vector space V=F' such that the largest isotropic subspace for a = {a, ,..., ak} has dimension no larger than (This is possible by the Main Theorem; note that we don't need F to be algebraically closed since we are only using the inequality.) First note that if A is an abelian subgroup of G then its projection onto V is an isotropic subspace. Since the group generated by A and Fk is also abelian, any maximal abelian subgroup contains Fk. Thus there is a one-toone correspondence between maximal abelian subgroups of G and maximal isotropic subspaces of the F vector space V. If a maximal isotropic subspace has dimension d then the corresponding maximal abelian subgroup has order pk+f It follows from the above that any abelian subgroup of G has order less than
In order to find a group of order p" with maximal abelian subgroups as small as possible we must find the minimum value of 2n-k k+ - [ 1 k+2 for k E Z, 0 <k <n. This is an amusing exercise; the result can be found easily by using the following lemma: This finishes the proof of the theorem.
We note that in view of this application that it would be interesting to find the exact value of d(F, ~1, k) in the case in which F is the finite field with p elements. The following example shows that the inequality in the Main Theorem can be strict over finite fields (see [S] and [9] for further examples). Let F be any finite field and let E be the extension of degree n. Let (T be a generator of the cyclic galois group Gal(E/F). Choose a basis {e ,,..., e,} of E as a vector space over F. Define n skewforms on E by the formula X"y-Xyo= i ai(x, y) e;. i= 1 The Main theorem says that when k=n then there are examples whose largest common isotropic subspace is of dimension [ (2n + k)/(k + 2)] = 2. However, in this example there are no two-dimensional isotropic subspaces for (a,}. Indeed, if ai(x, y) = 0 for all i then x"y = xy" so that x/v E F. Hence d(F, II, n) = 1.
Note that this construction works over any field (such as Q) that has a cyclic extension of degree n.
It is entirely possible that the theorem in this section could be improved by explicitly exhibiting a collection of skewforms in a similar way (presumably k would be more on the rough order of A). However, if the argument commonly used to prove Burnside's lower bound is applied to the specific G constructed in the proof we see that G must have abelian subgroups of order at least p2G (ignoring lower order terms). Thus it seems that in order to resolve the factor of 2 between the upper bound proved here and Burnside's lower bound, it seems that it may be necessary to consider groups of at least class 3.
THE CASE F= R
The examples above suggest that it may be difficult to find d(F, n, k) exactly when F is not algebraically closed. In this section we use some of the ideas of the proof of the Main Theorem to analyze the case F=R, where we find some strange phenomena.
Let a, ,..., txk be skewforms on a real vector space V, and let (ji,,..., &, be their extensions to C-linear skewforms on V@ C. If Xi is the subvariety of G = G(m, n) consisting of all m-dimensional subspaces of V@ C that are isotropic for di, then the cli will have a common m-dimensional isotropic subspace of V if and only if the intersection of the Xi contains a point of G defined over R (i.e., invariant under the involution of G induced by complex conjugation on V@C). Our basic observation is that this will be the case whenever the class of the product [ATilk is not divisible by two in H*(G, Z). This fact is clear when the intersection of the Xi is of the proper dimension (so that a linear combination of the fundamental classes of components of the intersection is the product [X,lk). It is proved in general in [S] .
The determination of when the product [A',]" is divisible by two is difficult. One case in which it is possible to say something is the case m = 2; we pose the QUESTION: If V is an (n + 2)-dimensional real vector space, does every collection c1i ,..., aZn of 2n skewforms on V admit a common isotropic 2-plane?
Note that by the Main Theorem the answer is "yes" for vector spaces over C and the answer is "no" in general over any field if one more form is added.
To answer this question in some cases, we evaluate the product [Xj12" in G = G(2, n + 2). The answer is well known: [Xi12" is just c, times the class of a point, where c, is the nth Catalan number (2n)! '"=n!(n+ l)! (see [3] ). The number c, is also the number of ways that n pairs of parentheses may appear in a logically correct sentence (from which it is not hard to derive [XilZn = c, * [point] ). This easily implies the recursion which determines the c,. We now have the It follows that the answer to the Question above is "yes" whenever n + 1 is a power of 2.
The answer for other values of n is unknown. In the first case in which n + 1 is not a power of 2, namely n = 2, it is not hard to see that the answer is "no". Indeed, four skewforms on R4 need not have a common isotropic 2-plane; in fact the 3 skewforms already do not.
